
Larry., if the various published reports of the continuation of payments to those 
charged in Watergate and at least one not e harged'are true- and let's assume for k 
the sake of thinking that they are -and if the four' Cubans were to be on fairly 
safe ground i'n Sirica's substitute for a voir dire, then the Nocican laundry is 
but the first of many, the purpose being to isolate the real source from the 
ultimate recipient. Question: can this have been the explanation for that $10,000 
Dorothy Hunt had with hell one of the otherslcan be believed, nor can the alleged 
reason for denying it toiunt. And I'm still eking for a reason for his super-
speedy trip to and from Chicago, for its brevity seems to eliminate the reason 
given, as does the fact of Carlstead's identification, of the body, alleged, that is. 
I. have not seen the two Newsday stories. I think these guys are reverting to CUbano. 
They are already split and will split more. They are all crazy, so each has slid 
basis for calling the others crazy. I've known same of them. Crazy as we use it in 
the US is flattery for them. st, eorge is worse than crazy, so t visualize a new 
split over him and because the others will be jealous of Fiorini-Sturgis, the money 
he will get and what to them will be fame. The craziest-thibk is that they were 
trusted. Wait until some of then find out more,of what St. George will sayl I also 

I know a little abouthim and can imagine. ... It 1e my notion that those paying these 
I guys off have something to worry about after the trial is over. They now have immunity. 

The moneybags also had to worry, if they were not irrational, about the easiest means, 
through the wealthier Cuban refugees. They all blab and boast. Iii 09/73 


